Deep neural networks improved the accuracy of sequential recommendation approach which takes into account the sequential patterns of user logs, e.g., a purchase history of a user. However, incorporating only the individual's recent logs may not be sufficient in properly reflecting global preferences and trends across all users and items. In response, we propose a self-attentive sequential recommender system with topic modeling-based category embedding as a novel approach to exploit global information in the process of sequential recommendation. Our self-attention module effectively leverages the sequential patterns from the user's recent history. In addition, our novel category embedding approach, which utilizes the information computed by topic modeling, efficiently captures global information that the user generally prefers. Furthermore, to provide diverse recommendations as well as to prevent overfitting, our model also incorporates a vector obtained by random sampling. Experimental studies show that our model outperforms state-of-the-art sequential recommendation models, and that category embedding effectively provides global preference information.
INTRODUCTION
As the usage of online social media and e-commerce has grown dramatically, the online commercial contents increase at an exponential rate. Therefore, individuals are overwhelmed by the choices they encounter. To resolve this, recommendation approaches are employed across various fields, such as online market, and video streaming service, to guide those in need. For instance, the representative recommender system challenge was held by Netflix 1 to improve the performance of the recommender system. Since then, the recommender system assists users to select their preferred items among the vast contents in an efficient way.
We point out three important keys in recommendation approaches to improve the performance of recommendation approaches and apply to the real-world applications; 1) sequential item-item interactions that capture a short-term history of sequence within items, 2) global interaction such as user-category and user-user in the similar preference group, and 3) a diverse recommendation which recommends various items within the user's preference.
First of all, sequential item-item interaction focuses primarily on the user's short-term sequential pattern that originates from the previous choices. At first, Markov chain based methods were implemented with the transition matrix to predict the probability of the next item. However, with advancements in deep neural networks, many models adopt deep neural architectures such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to properly represent sequential information. On the other hand, global interaction focused on global information has built up throughout the entire histories from all users and items, extracting latent groups among users and items. Such interaction is dealt with conventional approaches including non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), and clustering methods. Moreover, the diverse recommendation has become important for real-world applications as the preference of each user varies depending on the situation. Therefore, we need to provide various recommendation options to match the user's dynamic preferences.
Integration of these factors, as shown in Fig. 1 plays a crucial role in the advance of the sequential recommender system as many users have both sequential and global preference. Besides, users interact with other users and categories in a similar preference group. We propose an approach to capture dynamic sequential patterns and exploit the global user-item interaction information, and a novel approach to successfully combine sequential and global information into a sequential recommender system framework. Our model outperforms other sequential recommendation models in both MovieLens and Gowalla datasets and also has the ability to deliver diverse recommendations to users.
Overall, our main contributions include the following:
(1) We propose a self-attentive sequential recommender system using the global structure as a novel approach to exploit both sequential and global information. (2) We further propose a categorical preference gating to combine both sequential and global information. Our proposed gating mechanism effectively decides which information should be more utilized. (3) In addition, we show that our model successfully provides users with diverse recommendations while preventing user information loss and overfitting. (4) By applying our proposed method, our proposed model outperforms other state-of-the-art baseline models.
RELATED WORK
Traditional collaborative filtering mainly focused on obtaining relationships between users and items. Conventional recommendation approaches recommend items to the user by finding similar items that are not seen by users. Various algorithms such as clustering [8, 36] , probabilistic graphical model [6, 23, 32] , and matrix factorization [18, 20, 46] have been proposed in order to find similar items in the cluster or a latent space. Although such systems are being substituted by modern recommendation models such as deep neural networks due to lack of performance, they have the capability to regard global user-item interactions. Accordingly, to exploit global information, we adopt latent Dirichelet allocation (LDA) [3] that can learn global patterns from the user-item interactions. Another reason behind disinterest in conventional collaborative filtering approaches is that it is difficult to represent sequential information. Sequential recommendation approaches specialize in foreseeing interactions within items generated by the user's sequential patterns. In addition, it is robust to the cold start problem since it considers only a few items in the sequence. Therefore, sequential recommendation approaches become more important. From the beginning, Markov chains were frequently used to exploit sequential patterns [4, 9, 10, 31, 43] .
Later on, the paradigm shifted to applying deep neural architectures such as RNNSs [7, 12, 13, 27, 29, 40, 46] and CNNs [11, 34, 39] to represent sequential interactions. However, RNNs are vulnerable to the gradient vanishing and exploding problem, and CNNs have difficulties in figuring out the similarities between items that are far away from each other. In addition, they lack in obtaining global relationships within the entire users and items.
Recently, several approaches to using attention mechanisms [21, 25, 29, 33, 42, 44] were proposed to efficiently represent sequential interactions or relationship between user and item. In addition, selfattention mechanism [37] was proposed to efficiently represent sequential interactions by considering their own relationships. In other words, self-attention transforms sequential representation by matching a sequence with itself and then enabling attention to influence each other. By applying attention mechanism, selfattention not only represents sequential information efficiently but also achieves high performance through a high-level semantic combination of elements in the sequence. Several surveys adopted the self-attention to represent sequential information efficiently [14, 45] .
Our proposed model employs self-attention to exploit item-item sequential interactions. Additionally, it uses LDA to further capture global information that the self-attention model may neglect. We integrate self-attention and LDA by applying our newly proposed preference gate. In addition, a diverse recommendation in order to provide various options to users is an important topic in the field of recommender system because users sometimes want to request recommendation service again when users unsatisfied the recommended options provided by the recommender system. Several studies add the random noise vector to the content vector in order to generate various images based on the content vector [15, 17] . We apply this technique to provide a diverse recommendation.
PROPOSED METHODS
We propose a novel sequential recommender system to provide efficient sequential representation. The proposed model, SelCa (Selfattentive categorical recommendation), incorporates self-attention to create an efficient sequential representation and LDA to exploit global information by providing entire interactions from all users and items. In addition, we add a random noise vector to the user embedding vector to deliver diverse recommendations to the users while avoiding performance loss.
As shown in Fig. 2 , our model mainly consists of four main modules; (a) a self-attention module, (b) a category embedding module, (c) a user representation module, and (d) a categorical preference gate. Specifically, in order to combine categorical and sequential representation efficiently, we propose the categorical preference attention gate. In the gate, we apply element-wise multiplication input, which is widely used in natural language processing tasks [5, 26] . The reason for this input is to provide element-wise distance information for each dimension.
The training approach of our model is similar to Caser model [34] . items. For each user u ∈ U and his/her previous items L u,t = {i u,t −| L |+1 , · · · , i u,t }, where each i u,t ∈ I is an item watched by user u in the time period of t, our model predicts preference scores of the next target items T u,t = {i u,t +1 , · · · , i u,t + | T | }. Our proposed model is optimized by maximizing the predicted preference scores of the next target items T u,t .
Item Encoding via Self-Attention Module
A recently proposed self-attention module has been widely used to properly represent sequential vector representations [37] . As shown in Fig. 3 , the self-attention module efficiently transforms vector representations from a sequence of item vectors by considering their semantic relations. Self-attention calculates vector representations using the notion of a query, a key, and a value, i.e.,
where Q, K, and V represent a query, a key, and a value matrices, respectively. A self-attention module, shown in , · · · , e it em | L | } from item embedding matrix E it em ∈ R d×N corresponding to the sequence of items L u,t . After packing item embedding vectors into Q, K, and V, attention module transforms the embedding vectors to S = {s 1 , · · · , s | L | }. Similar to the original self-attention model [37] , we adopt additional techniques such as positional encoding, multi-head attention, scaled-dot product, and position-wise feed-forward networks. A transformation process is repeated n at t times with residual connection between each encoding process, i.e.,
Afterward, the self-attentive vector v a is gained by combining |L| number of attention vectors, i.e.,
where v a ∈ R | L | is a trainable weight vector to capture the importance of sequential position.
Category Representation
In order to exploit global information from all users and items, we use LDA 2 to calculate the probabilities of a sequence of items that belong to each category. First of all, we assume that there are k latent categories in the dataset. To train LDA, first we construct user-item matrix D ∈ R M ×N , where D i, j is the number of watching events of item j by user i. LDA is trained to maximize the marginal probability of each category of given sequence and items in the training dataset. After training LDA, each probability p l ∈ R k is calculated, where p l |k represents the probability of the given sequence l belongs to category k. Finally, as shown in Fig. 2 
where category embedding vectors e cat c are parameters that are updated during the training process.
User Embedding
For the characteristics of agents with variable preferences, many applications need diverse recommendations. To cover this functionality, we add the Gaussian noise vector z ∼ N (0, 1) ∈ R d to the user embedding vector e user u ∈ R d . However, if the noise vector is added to the user embedding vector directly, it is prone to loss user preference information, which causes the decrements of model performance. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2-(c) , we added the noise vector to the user embedding vector v u after linearly transforming the noise vector as v u = e user u + Linear (z).
Linear transformation to the random noise vector is applied in several researches [15] as it can preserve the model performance.
Categorical Preference Gate
After calculating the self-attentive vector v a , category embedding vector v cat , and user embedding vector v u , we calculate the categorical preference gate, as shown in Fig. 2 -(d), in order to combine the category embedding vector and the self-attentive vector efficiently. The categorical preference gate is calculated as
where • represents the Hadamard product or element-wise multiplication, and σ represents the sigmoid function to normalize the input value to the range [0, 1]. After calculating the gate score д, we obtain the content vector v cont ent by combining the self-attentive vector and the category embedding vector using the gate score д, i.e.,
By applying this categorical preference gate instead of concatenating two vectors, we can combine the self-attentive vector v a and the category embedding vector v cat more efficiently by considering the user's preference while reducing the number of parameters.
Prediction Layer
Finally, after combining the content vector v cont ent and the user embedding vector v u , the preference score of item i is predicted as
where W ∈ R N ×2d and b ∈ R N are parameters for last fully connected layer. For the inference step, we choose the top-ranked item from the predicted preference scores.
Optimization of Our Model
Since the task is to predict multiple items in the target sequence T u,t , this task can be viewed as multi-label classification. The model is trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood of target items for the given previous item sequence corresponding to each user. In other words, for the given previous item sequence L u,t and the next target items T u,t from the user u, the negative log-likelihood loss is calculated as where N (u) is the set of negative items randomly sampled from the user u. The model is optimized by minimizing the total loss, i.e., min
In addition, we pretrain Doc2Vec [19] before training the main recommendation model to initialize user embedding vectors E user and item embedding vectors E it em . Additionally, for initialization of category embedding vectors E cat , we first obtain the probability p i,c , which is the probability of item i to be assigned to the c-th category, using LDA. After then, each category embedding vector e cat c is calculated as
Such pretraining of embedding vectors stabilizes the training process and accelerates the convergence speed of the training loss.
On the other hand, Gowalla dataset, as shown in Table 1 , has a small number of actions per user, thus preventing our Doc2Vec pretraining step from being properly trained. To resolve this, we instead apply random initialization for the Gowalla dataset. We find that the model with random initialization instead of Doc2Vec performs better in the MovieLens dataset.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe our experimental settings and baseline models.
Datasets
In order to train the sequential recommendation models, the sequential pattern should exist in the dataset. To distinguish the datasets with the sequential signal, Tang and Wang defines the sequential intensity (SI) and estimates the degree of patterns for each dataset. SI is the total number of association rules divided by the total number of users, where the association rule [1, 2] represents an implication X ⇒ y. X is a set of |L| items in I, and y is an item in I that is not in X. We select MovieLens 3 and Gowalla 4 as our datasets for the experiments as summarized in Table 1 . We apply the association rule mining algorithm to the sequential actions of the entire users to find the sequential pattern in the same method as [34] . The MovieLens dataset contains movie ratings and is widely used to evaluate numerous recommendation models. Gowalla dataset provides location-based check-in information and is widely used in the point-of-interest (PoI) recommendation. In the same manner as [34] , we converted the movie rating of the user into implicit feedback of 1 and removed the users and the items which received the feedback less than n. n is set as 5 for MovieLens and 15 for Gowalla, respectively. We used the first 70% of each user-specific actions in each dataset for the training set, the next 10% for the validation set, and the remaining 20% for the test set.
Experimental Setup
We used the Adam optimizer [16] for optimizing the loss function in Eq. (10) . For the MovieLens dataset, we set the learning rate to 0.001, the learning rate decay to 0.5 every 8 epochs, dimension d to 100, the number of categories k to 30, and the sequence length |L| to 9. For the Gowalla dataset, we set the learning rate to 0.01, the learning rate decay to 0.25 every 10 epochs, dimension d to 150, the number of categories k to 5, and the sequence length to |L|. For both datasets, we set the weight of L 2 -regularization to 10 −6 , the target sequence length |T | to 3, the number of layers n at t in the self-attention module to 5, and the number of heads in the self-attention layer to 2. We implemented and trained our model using PyTorch Library and GPU TITAN Xp.
Evaluation Metrics
Precision, recall, and mean average precision (mAP) are used for the evaluation in the same manner as [28, 31, 34, 38, 41] . For the given top k-ranked predicted itemsŶ u from the user u and the last 20% of real items Y u in test set, Prec@k and Recall@k are calculated as
Moreover, mAP scores are calculated by averaging all users' average precision scores as
We conducted experiments with K = {1, 5, 10} for each precision and recall and K = {1, 2, · · · , |Y u |} for mAP score.
Baselines
Baseline models that we used for the model comparison are described as follows.
(1) POP : POP ranks the items by their popularity from all of the users' sequences. By using the number of interactions, POP recommends the most viewed items. (2) BPR : The Bayesian personalized ranking model [30] factorizes the user-item interaction matrix using the BPR loss. (3) FMC, FPMC : Factorized Markov chain (FMC) [31] factorizes the first-order Markov transition matrix. Furthermore, factorized personalized Markov chain (FPMC) [43] additionally applies the latent factor model. (4) GRU4Rec : GRU4Rec [13] is the early model that adopts the RNN architecture to represent the sequential information. (5) Caser : Caser [34] learns the sequential patterns and general user preferences using horizontal and vertical convolution filters. Caser is one of the best performing models among the sequential recommenders. (6) SASRec : SASRec [14] adopts self-attention networks, and it is one of the best performing models among the sequential recommender models.
RESULTS
In this section, we describe experimental results with our model and baseline models, and we explain the effects of self-attention, category embeddings, and the categorical preference gate. In addition, we describe the results of our proposed diverse recommendation.
Prediction Accuracy
All the performance results of our model and baseline models are reported in Table 2 . In this paper, we highly optimize hyperparameters in the Caser model and record better performance than the original paper [34] . We additionally reported confidence intervals for top-three models, and these confidence intervals show that our results are statistically significant. Our model outperforms all of the other baseline models. Generally, Performances using Gowalla dataset are lower than those of MovieLens dataset due to its sparsity as shown in Table 1 . Interestingly, the performance of SASRec is much lower than the Caser and our model. This is because SASRec takes into account only sequential representation and therefore has the little capability in the sparse dataset. This also shows that our model is more efficient than SASRec model in sparse datasets as shown in Fig. 4 . As the dimension size increases to 150, performances of our model and Caser increase, but SASRec does not.
Ablation Test
Further, we conduct ablation test using our model. After removing each module, we calculate the mAP score for each dataset using each model respectively. Table 2 : Evaluation results with our model and other models. The top-ranked and the second-ranked results are highlighted in bold and underlined, respectively. We use the results of POP, BPR, FMC, FPMC, GRU4Rec from the Caser paper [34] . We additionally reported confidence intervals for top-three models, i.e. Caser, SASRec, and SelCa. Table 3 , the performance of our model without self-attention significantly decreased in the MovieLens dataset compared to the Gowalla dataset. It is because the MovieLens dataset has strong sequential trends than the Gowalla dataset.
As shown in
The categorical preference gate improves the model performance in both datasets. This shows that the gate combines two vectors efficiently and also prevents overfitting by reducing the number of parameters in the last fully connected layer. In addition, the category embedding module plays an important role in Gowalla dataset, while self-attention plays an important role in MovieLens dataset. We infer that, because Gowalla is a location-based social check-in dataset, behaviors of users are influenced by global social trends rather than by sequential trends. These findings also are shown in Fig. 4 . In MovieLens dataset, as the length of input sequences increases, the performance increases but, it decreases in Gowalla dataset.
We use the LDA to obtain the category probabilities for the given item sequence. Although matrix factorization (MF)-based method such as NMF [20] also can be used in our model, the results using NMF instead of LDA show that performances using the MF are lower than with the LDA. This is because the MF is not a probabilistic-based method and therefore the sum of topic weights from a matrix factorization based method may exceed 1, which makes the combined category embedding vector out of the embedding space of our trained model. Interestingly, we observe a decrease in model performance when the user noise vector is excluded. From this, we conclude that the noise vector also prevents overfitting. Furthermore, the random noise vector is linearly transformed before being added to the user embedding vector in our model as we explained in Section 3.3. Directly adding the random noise vector to the user embedding vector may hamper the performance by distorting the user information. Thus we propose a technique to first apply a linear transformation to the noise vector. This prevents not only the user information loss but also overfitting. In the absence of the linear transformation, performances are significantly deteriorated as shown in Table 3 , e.g., 17 .6% and 86.3% lower for MovieLens and Gowalla, respectively.
Visualization of Item Embedding
In order to investigate whether each item embedding vector is trained appropriately or not we visualize a scatter plot using item embedding vectors. In order to visualize each d-dimensional embedding vector into 2-dimensional space, we apply dimension reduction using the uniform manifold approximation and projection model (UMAP) [24] which more effectively preserves the local and global structure in a low-dimensional embedding space with faster time complexity than t-SNE [22] . After conducting dimension reduction for all item embedding vectors, we draw scatter plot and the result is shown in Fig. 5 . We have darkened the circle of the movie as it is older. Interestingly, old movies generally tend to be located outside while recent movies tend to be located in the middle. This is natural that films released in the same era reflect the social aspects of the times, so they tend to be similar. In addition, as shown in the zoomed region in Fig. 5 , movies with similar genres such as Cinderella, Jungle Book, and Snow White, are located close to each other. From these findings, we conclude that our model effectively captures additional information although we do not provide meta information such as movie release date and genre.
Analysis of Category Embedding
We evaluate mAP scores with the number of categories for each dataset in order to find the optimal number of latent categories for each dataset. We conduct experiments with 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100 categories. The optimal numbers of categories in MovieLens and Gowalla are 30 and 5, respectively. As we find the characteristic difference between the two datasets, the trends for the two datasets are also different. As the number of categories increases until 30, performance in MovieLens increases but decreases after. On the other hand, as the number of categories increases, performance in Gowalla dataset decreases until 50 but increases after. We infer that there exists a trade-off between the effect of category embedding and overfitting. In future work, we are going to apply further elaborate topic modeling models, such as the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [35] , that have the capability of automatically finding the optimal number of topics. We further conduct qualitative analysis to investigate the effects of category embedding. We first replace the content vector v cont ent with each category embedding vector e cat c and set the user embedding vector v u as the zero vector, and then we predict the target items. The results are shown in Table 4 using four categories. In each row, we listed the top three movies predicted using the same category embedding vector e cat c . In the table, movies with similar genre tend to be clustered in each category. Note that we do not give any genre information to our model. This suggests that our category embedding provides item-collective information suitable for the user's preference.
Analysis of Categorical Preference Gate
Previously, we introduced the categorical preference gate that effectively combines the categorical vector and the self-attentive vector. To investigate the general characteristics of the categorical preference gate, we conduct several experiments and analyze the categorical preference gate.
First of all, we select two users that have the highest and the lowest gate scores from the categorical preference gate with their recent movie sequence. The recent movies and their genres corresponding to users with the highest and the lowest gate scores are shown in Table 5 . From this, we deduce the tendencies of the categorical preference gate. In the examples with the lowest gate scores, our model utilizes sequential information, e.g., recently viewed movies, more than the global information. On the other hand, when the user watches movies with different genres, the gate value tends to be high. In this case, our model assigns a large weight to the categorical embedding vector, which means our model exploit global information, e.g., a user's general preference or a mixture of genre information combined from recently viewed movies, much more than sequential information. This suggests that the use of global information is reasonable because if the history sequence from the user is inconsistent, the sequential history lacks information. Thus, by applying the categorical preference gate to our model, our model has the ability to reflect global trends and information such as the user's general preference and genre characteristics.
In Table 4 , we show the experimental results of mAP scores along the sequence length. In MovieLens dataset, mAP scores increase as the sequence length increases, whereas mAP scores decrease as the sequence length increases in Gowalla dataset. This means that sequential information is much more crucial in MovieLens dataset than in Gowalla dataset. To find the differences between the two datasets, we calculate the statistics of the categorical preference gate score for each dataset and draw box plot figures using the gate scores. The box plots of the gate scores in Fig. 7 show a different tendency for each dataset. In the MovieLens dataset, the gate values are generally distributed closely to zero. This means the self-attentive vectors play a major role in MovieLens. On the contrary, as the gate scores of Gowalla are mostly close to one. From this, it is evident that the categorical vector plays an important role in the Gowalla dataset. We believe that this tendency is due to the characteristics of each dataset. For MovieLens, people tend to decide movies they will watch, based on the recent movies they have seen. Therefore, the MovieLens dataset has a high degree of relevance in sequential order. On the other hand, the Gowalla dataset, which is a location-based social dataset, has a low degree of relevance in sequential order. From this, we conclude that our model provides high performance consistently by exploiting sequential and global information and combining these two information effectively, although two datasets have different tendencies and characteristics.
Visualization of the Self-Attention Score
In order to analyze the characteristics of self-attention module, we visualize head maps with attention weights. After packing item embedding vectors {e it em 1 , · · · , e it em | L | } into Q, K, and V, our selfattention module calculates attention weights A i, j corresponding to the key k j ∈ {k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k | L | } as
Note that the attention scores with the item itself can be low because each query and key vector is linearly transformed through different fully-connected layers before calculating the attention scores. In addition, because we apply multi-head attention with n head heads and n at t attention layers, our self-attention module The Outsiders The Rock
The Color Purple Table 6 : Results of diverse recommendations. We randomly select two users and extract the top-10 predicted items from the corresponding users three times.
calculates n at t × n head attention weight matrices. For MovieLens, the optimal number of attention heads is two as we set in Section 4, and therefore we extract two attention weight matrices from the last attention layer and then draw heatmap figures using these attention weight matrices. In Fig. 8 , the attention score is high when the query and the key movies are similar to each other. For instance, the attention scores for query movies Persuasion and Ghost with the key movie M. Butterfly are high. In addition, the first attention head mainly focuses on the last three items, whereas the second attention head mainly focuses on the first items. This demonstrates that multihead attention in our self-attention module effectively utilizes the sequential information by separating the former part and the latter part from the input item sequence and analyzing the two parts jointly.
Diverse Recommendation
Our model has the ability to provide diverse recommendations by adding the linearly transformed noise vector z to the user embedding vector e user u . In order to investigate the effects of the diverse Session: Long -Recommendation System II CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China recommendation, we randomly select two users and predict the next items three times. As the results with the top-10 predicted movies for each user are reported in Table 6 , highly ranked items remain unchanged even with the noise vector, while relatively lower-ranked items tend to change. Moreover, movies such as Star Wars and Fried Green Tomatoes are newly recommended. This shows our model provides diverse recommendations while preventing deterioration of performance. Therefore, we conclude that our model has the ability to recommend diverse items to users while preventing loss in user information such as user's general preference and overfitting problem as shown in Fig. 3 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a self-attentive sequential recommender system using the global structure as a novel approach in order to exploit global information in the process of sequential recommendation. Our model is capable of effectively exploiting both short-term sequential patterns and general preference from the entire useritem interaction data. With this architecture and a novel approach, our model outperforms other state-of-the-art models. Furthermore, by applying diverse recommendation using a random noise vector followed by a linear transform, our model supports users in exploring diverse choices while mitigating user information loss and overfitting. Our proposed approach can also be applied to various tasks, such as recommender system, dialogue system, and personal assistant, that deal with both sequential and global information.
